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LET%L;.:D4P TEAL:L;I'S CO=TIVE STYLE'TO
1- .IT? STUDENT SATISFACTION

ROBERT D. ARCHIBALD
Tha Ohio State University

Lu
American schools are fa'cin
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,
major.challengeS, in an atte-:pt to

,srovide education for. the diverse subcultures in the country.
, -.;

need is to facilitate-an organization of the di.yer4ity without har.o;;an-

izing,and destroying cultural ident,ities. rossoW,(1968) .has stated-

The

that the schools may be the singular point of eontactlfor children

of minority eabcultwes with the broader.society. Since tehchers
_ -

stand as direct representatives of the educational system ,`the faie,of

.,-SucceSsfill assimilat::.en Of subcultures boils to a sari of teacher-
.,

student interactions in which effective communication is the core. .

Teachers 'today are faced with the task of establishing effective
.

environ ments wherein students Tian a tide variety of backgrounds and

umak,eperience can learn. As in any social tnteractionoeco=unication

is .tlief)ermining factor bet.Qeen success and failure.

1 -1' con-zurkieation is complicated by the fact ;that,
0 ; a .1' 4;15,-

dnferences n race, nationality, and social class, represent true-. . r tre- r
Al . -

/*
; fi err Ct,d1 fer erlqeS in culture.

The precesa of

to a considerable extent,,

-*

sin-the-arta or cross cultural comunicatio cardfier--(1962) has
1, ,141.-.

. s..f
r _

anifen "that social distance and tension re, t primarily from 'an inability- _ ,Pi, pai,-,-- ---
4.- s _'4- - . .... .

'.- 117. ) of -tn511,siduala to copztLulfcate effectivelY. 'with one another despite hn out-

f 1 7..1/ ,, - . ,,.- ..,,,' - , -''. ' ' '.. ,: 4 :
1 ..A V:. *,, f-:,22-frustitfai. langunge fluency. Both C- deer and -Hudson (i-9-57) have high --r4 - ,' *- ,,, ...- - - .-- _ .*-- ....--;...-- '..>:".

1:Atted., xole of percept ion and meaning equivalence in cross cultural
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Meaning equivalence refers to the extc o which apyact, 1Z: ether
.

. verbal or non - verbal, 1, the..sa, aning when viewed by meMbers of °I

different cu es. The cultural linguist,. Charles Osgood 0.965) has

ma social scientists aware that words carry communicative-value in

excess of their exact denotative meaning. Thus
9
the word "caw'? might

have the same denotative or specific meaning for an American and a_
. .

Hindu, i.e., a ruminant bovine quadruped. However, it will undoubtedly

have very different connotative or emotional meanings to these two

individuals because of cultural differences in attitudes and values.

All behavior is communicative in the sense that the observation

of another person's behavior allows us to interpret that person's

motivations, needs,needs, traits; etc. We draw inferences about others from

'their behavior and those inferences are directly influenced by cultural

differences. Successful interaction between persons with diverse cultural

backgrounds depends on the extent to which misunderstandings due to

. problems in meaning equivalence can be reduced.' IndividualS must some-

haw be able to transcend culturally generated differences-in social

behavior in order to communicate llore effectively.

The present study repor.ted,,here was undertaken in 4n.atteppt t

determine if the traits of fleXibility, openness, and sensitivity found

in high school teachers would be associated with higher levels of/satis-

faction among.sfudents in general and among minority students in, particular
-

(i.e., satisfaction with the teaches and the school environment Three

-measures were'adminigtered to teachers: (1) the Parsons-Kreuter

J.

.Ressentiment Index (Kreuter, 1971)1 a measure of teacher attitudes

.toward rule,:regulationsvand conformitv (2) the This I, Believe test

.'-''.. .

,f(Harvey,:.1964, 1965, 1966; White and niirvey, 196S), a measure of con-

creteness-abstractness and authority orientation, of value systems, pnd
,

*



(3) tile=Ct-oos Cultural Sensitivity test, a mcasure of senzitivity to

cultural differences in roles and values developedespially for this

study. Time° measures were related to a measure of, student satisfaction

with the teacher and school environment obtained via-the Friedenborg-

Nordstrom Ressentiment.1 dex (Friedenberg and.Gold,1965; iodenberg,

Vil

, N, AV

Nordstrom and Gold, 19 ). /

The general hypo esis was that teachers whose test scores indicated

open,'flexible, and sensitive styles would have more satisfied students

especially among minority students.

Method

Subjects. Thirty -nine teachers and 953 students from two high

-schools'located in Silt Lake City, Utah, participated In.Vs study. Of

the 953 students Ss, 127 were non-white including, Negro,.Mexican

Mexican, AmeripanIndian, and Oriental-American students. The student,

Ss were the home-room :Students of the 39 teachers.," Because ot4T4

concentrations of non-white populations in the'target high,e4lOas, the

39 teachers selected as Ss were those with the highest .coelbentration

of non bite. students in home-room classes.

Students.

instruments

/ .

Student attitiides toward their home -room, teacher aril

class room environment were used as the major dependent 4arlable for
.AN .

. ' ... .

th'e studyc An 'attitude measure which was generated by Friedenberg and
/

,,

Gold c;p6s) and by Friedenberg, Nordstrom and Gold (1069), the Frieder-

berg. -Nor 4atrom Ressentiment (F-NR) index, :became the,basic studept'
.

. .

instrument', The set of questions was designed to test. what Friedeperg,
.

-11

,

,
Nordstrom and Cold declared as the perceived "reSsentiMsi.it" which, Students'

.

.,' I ,.
e t,'..:;.

found in the school ri(1 among teachers. f:Tile term resseritiment.referreq
I

I,'

4

' /4I
,I. i" - . t.'
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bz.-.5-1.cally to an overridirg t-.:12:31:1,-.,re of co;. :rt,h-.)stility in tIt.c ..

and among teachers. A high

described ao one laden. ith

4

kess,entient atmosphere for instance 1:as

rds ofconformity, lou interpersonal

trust wrong teachers anti *with students, subtle tut apparent acts,of

vengence and little acknc.died er.ent of students as inlividuals.

Anathe.r ingredient of a high/y ressentient environment as denial.
4

That Is, the acts of vengence, \etc.., wera codched in terms of the piety .

;"+.of the institution:- The 'eoyert derands, and.:depersonalintion
...I --

were declared as, being nec.essar9' if the institution w to acco.aplish* its

"teaching mission." Student responses,to the questions were considered

as torrents ort,their reLative-Satisfaction with the student-teacher

into action and the classroT environment.

/ 7
Sent was- extended recently by

individual ressen-tiraents the

Teacir.-_,rs. The Friedenberg, Forsistrom and Cold -concept of resse.q6c,1-
. _ . .

, .

Kreuter (1971) into a test for t-eachers of
. .. , .

,:.., ,

FarAons-Kreter Ressentiment (P-M) Thdoe

Kreuter took the basic Friedenberg, et.al. approach, for student,
attitudes toward their teachers and school and coasfructed a companion-

ti instrument which dould compare attitudes of teachers with the ratings by

' their students. The intent of the Kreti:ter study was. to identify kle.se

attitudes among teachers which seemed to be ressentient, i.e., to support

MC

an hostile, authority-la-nit-atmosphere.,

a
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The This I Delieve(TIII Test-, of. Harvey, 1964, 1965, 1966; White

and Harvey, 1965) was included as a measure of value orientation among

the teachers., Teachers-differing in the concreteness-abstractness and

openness of their value systems should differ in-the goals, social milieu .

and behavior they seek from their students according to Harvey, White,

brother and,Alter (1966). Styles ofcommunication,iralues, and reactions

.to student adherence to or departure'frOm certain standards should also

differ as cognitive conceptuality differs among teachers.

.

A test of sensitivity and openness to cultural difference in norms

and values was developed for -the present study, and called the Cross

Cultural, Sensitivity (CCS)scale. Items for the CCS were selected from

a training program developediby Chemers (19690 for-the Iranian culture.

The training program, the Iranian Culture As'similator (Chemers, 1969;

Fiedler, Mitchell, and Triands, 1971) is a self--paced training program
I

in which the trainee is presented with 75 problem episodes representing

cases of misunderstanding between Americans and Iranians. Each problem

episode is f011owed by four possible explanatory statements. The

trainee, after reading the problem episode, chooses an explanatiOn and

is given feedback concerning the correctness'of his clfbiCe. The problem

episodes were based -on "critical incident" reports of actual instances

of intercultura/ misunderstanding and conflict. (roa & Chemers, 1967).

The CCS scale was composed of 10 selected- episodes presented with

alternative explanations. The s,4 were asked to choose the correct
.* . . .

. . .

alternative. Feedback'stateltents'yere not included in the CAS. The

ability to choose the 'correct explanation for an episode was thought to

represent a sensitivity and understanding for role expectatifint ofa
.

foreign culture.
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Procedure. Utilizing the MnitivariateAnalysis of Variance program

devised by Clyde, Cramer, and Sherin (1966) the data were evaluated..

They,re re-Time does not permit detailed discussion of results here.

ported, however, in the most recent edition of the Journal of Afro-
;

,J

American Issues. A few comments are in order: The analysib yielded '

significant train effects for Teacher Ressentipent (F=5.107,1°<:001) and.

for Cross-Cultural Sensitivity (P---3.669,Pc.001), but not for 'Student Rdee.

High
IL

of 'student

associated

\teAher ressentiment was associated with high scOres on measures

dissatisfaction. High Cross-cultural sen4itivity was positively

with student satisfaction. A significant interaction betWeen

Teacher Ressentiment and Cross-diaturat Sensitivity was found. The Inter-
.

action indicates that only the combination of lbw ressentiment and medium

to high cultural sensitivity resulteA in positive student ratings. Trend

%

effects indicated that non-white students appeared to be especially

sensitive to differences in teacher cross-cultural sensitisiity; Trend,

. effects also indicated thatzilonwhite students were somewht more

sensitive to differencesbetween concrete and abstract teacilers.

Discussion

The results of the present study provide, rdlatively s ng-support

for the bypothesis that the-openness, flexibility' and segi fvity of a'

teacher's cognitive anti perceptual systems cap have proCoun effects on

the satisfaction and adjUStimmt of students. These findin sapply to

both White and non-white students, the differences between these groups,
la

.being of .degree rather than kind.
t

These data resulted'in an extremeinteresting, and s ewhat un-
(

expected finding of this study. When .measured by a ressentimentindex,

I , .

. , ,

teachers'' non-authoritarianism, 'werpthand,_

openness alone did not resit
\ ..

in greater student satisfaction. ,It was when the warmth'and openness

r .> 7 ^
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were combined with an ability to understand and .relate to others (i. e.

intercultural sensitivity) that satisfaction increased. The dimensions
,

of openness,. andesensitivity appeared to be especially crucial in the
. .

case of non-white students. ..'

For explanatory convenience, the interaction of low teacher

re'ssentiment and low cross- cultural sensitivity might be called the
.,

..,,.
,.

_"missionary synarQme"; The Stereotypic portrayal of*the missionary is
. ,

.

. .
. .

that of one who brings great warmth, concern and individual attention to

his charges, but without the ability to understand and accept cultural

role expectations as different, relativistic, and acceptable. Without

the sensitivity to understand another and resist the inclination to make

strong and negative attributions-based on unusual' behavior, the concerned

individual may be seen as paternalistic andcunresponsive.

'A cognitive style characterized by an ethnocentric and restricted,,

,
.

. .

definition of appropriate behavior compounds the. problemi of meaning,
. A V

equivalence describedearlier. Attribution 'theory provides an

excellent framework for understanding the problem of meaning equivalence

in crOss-cultural comiminication. The theory of correspondent inferences

dpveloped by Jones and Davis (1965) .expiains the manner in which a

perceiver draws inferen&es about the internal states of another person.

Attribution iwthe process, of inferring personal characteristics,

dispositions,' or motivations of another isAson from that other person's

behavior. The perceiyeer of a behavioral act (and all communication

involves behavioral acts) asks himself, "what aid the actor Mean by that

act and how sure cane/ be that that act represents some 14c character-
.

istic of the 'actor?"

.

,



The perceiver seeks 'to answer those questions bSr considerinvthe.

act in relation to the normativeexPectatiOrisjOr the situation; If the

actor behaves in the way most people "should" or "would" behave in that

situation, very little can be inferred about the internal state which

prompted the act. The actor, after all, behaved in conformity with the

situational norms.

if however, the actor behaves in an unusual or unexpected way, his

behavior is no longer seen ,to be under normative control. In such a case,

. .

it is assumed that the individual is acting only in accordance with* his ,

. . .

id own personal characteristics or motivations. Thusevery strqng inferences

are drawn and attributions are made:.

If the consequences of an a.1:2 are perceived to be predominantly

positive, the perceiver will be more favorably disposed toward the actor.

. .

The'converse will be true of actions where effects seen negative (Jones

and Davis 1965)..' Likewise, cues about shared perspectives should

facilitate or detract from the formation of definite hypotheses about

:he actOrts motives and desires. Other cues, perhaps refIected*in

'..-71 features of the actorSS appearance might lead the perceiver to assume

lari or difference of intention and disposition before.any act

has occurred.

The relevance of this, theory to the question of cross -cultural

communication lies in the fact that correct inferences and attributions

be.made only when both parties to an interaction share a commn set

Of expectations. However.1 cultures, by definition, entail patterns of,'

role expectations which are often unique. Thus an act which. the actor
, .

perceives to,be well withi-the bounds,of normative.role behavi.or may

be seen by a perceiver with a different cultural bidlcground as deviant,



pnusuall'and negative behavior. For example, -

grasps and holds,ihe hand of a.Maie companion

t.

an adult male Arab who
)

is behiving in a normative
A

fashion
'Igr

THe'same act by an American male would lead to a very different

setof inferences and attributions. 'Accurate atlaibution requires the

fbility to .recognize and positively react to cultural differences.

% '4

ln
.

the -present study,, teachers who were scored as, having relativelY

concrete and authoritarian values and lew levels, of inter-ctiltural sensi--

, .

4

tivittare°also likely to define as proper behavior only their own

culture's normative role expectations. These teachers'are likely to

percefVe'any other behavior as deviant, with attendant strong and

negative attributions.. ifnembers of minority subcultUres do indeed
,

have.. cultural role ekpeCtations different from the white middle class

majoxity,'-then the behivior of minority group mebers is likely to ledd
4.

to miSattribution and.cOpaict for many teachers. This conflict can

only interfere with 4 successful eduCational process.

Interespingly, the,present researdh indicatet that unusual or

exceptional patterns if relating to others are not required for success-
!.

fill communication with minority students. The same variables which affect

teacher- student communication .in general apply2but with intensification

of effects to interactions involving tlinorit), students.

The pretent line of researc ray provide-the-concerned-school

administrator with a means for the selection and assignment of teachers

where minority student educafion:is char.ged, A future line of inquiry

must consider how tie actual interactive behavior of teachers -with low

ressentiment and high:cross-cultural sensitiititY scores differs fAm

those with othercharacteristica.

10
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FC-OTMTE

Certain questions of a technical r...--pre have been raised Concern
7.,,3 use of the Clyde, Cramer and Sherin M1 NOVA orot,/rilm, a least
1qt....ares analysis, with data such as these 14 n tell Sizz.is are unequal. -
Certain critics c.f. and Spi el, .0.X., concerning Least
Squares Analysis of Dcperimental Data, Ps olo ical Bulletin 1969,
Vol. 72 311-322) charge thAt only t ast tactor'entering the
d9sign may be Calculated without confoundint results.' To test this
eventuality, the analyies described here were re-run alters g the
order in which the design factors, were entered, No essential differ-
-ences were deua.)nstrated. }o differences in the data reported below
were found among any of the alternate sequences. ,

0\

I.

q
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